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Abstract – Several improvements have been suggested to process Transmission Control Protocol problems across wireless 

links. We are going to examine the standard TCP performance in two other methods allocated for progress, which are ELN-

TCP (Explicit Loss Notification with Transmission Control Protocol) and I-TCP (Indirect Transmission Control Protocol). The 
TCP offers services over the wireless links, where this study is aimed for the purpose of additional enhancement relevant 

services. Such improvements are required due to the high transmission mistakes average in wireless links. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Newly, many charts suggested for mitigating impacts of non-congestion-associated casualties on Transmission Control 

Protocol performance over networks that have similar high -loss links or wireless [1, 2]. These charts chosen from diverse 

mechanisms, like forward fault adjustment, local resend and divided Transmission Control Protocol, to enhance overall 

productivity. However, it is not obvious to what degree each of the mechanisms participates to the enhancement in performance. 

In this research, we compare and check the efficiency of these charts and their variables, and pilot analyze the degree of the 
performance enhancement and the single mechanism because both. 

    There are numerous Transmission Control Protocol editions evolved to process various network problems and for optimizing 

particular objectives of the network. In this paper, we are fixated on the improvement of Transmission Control Protocol over 

wireless links. This emphasis is guide to then necessity to let Transmission Control Protocol to discrimination among 

congestion and packet corruption in the network because missed wireless links.  

 

Problem Statements 

Transmission Control Protocol supposed to be evolved for wired links. Yet, from the appearance of wireless links, utilities 

saved by Transmission Control Protocol are needed for the wireless ecology too. However, the mechanism that was created for 

wired links can not be fully enhanced because wireless links variations in its properties. It is worth noting that Transmission 

Control Protocol works weakly when destruction incidence that is a frequent incidence in wireless links [3-5]. 

     As a result, some mechanism should be carried out for processing problems, thus the showing of Transmission Control 
Protocol also can be enhanced over wireless links. The problem has become the major issue statement being used in this paper. 

 

Research Questions 

 How will the Transmission Control Protocol improvement benefit other utilities across wireless links? 

 How can we enhance the showing of Transmission Control Protocol across wireless links? 

  Which Transmission Control Protocol improvement will perform better than the other when it is carried out in 

wireless links?  
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Research Objectives 

The main objective of this paper is to study the performance of three mechanisms of the Transmission Control Protocol in the 
wireless network. The TCP mechanism includes the standard TCP, I-TCP, Explicit Loss Notification with Transmission 

Control Protocol. With this being said, the related objectives of this research are shown as follows: 

 Determine the areas of wireless networks that can be availed from each Transmission Control Protocol mechanism.  

 To perform the I-TCP and Explicit Loss Notification with Transmission Control Protocol besides the standard 

Transmission Control Protocol  in Network simulator.  

 To parse the Transmission Control Protocol mechanism performance and compare them in accordance with that   when 

they are carried out in wireless links. 

 

Research Scope 

This study spans three mechanisms of the Transmission Control Protocol that are the standard Transmission Control Protocol, 

Indirect TCP and Explicit Loss Notification with Transmission Control Protocol. The extent of this paper situated among the 
debate fields of the wireless network that can profit from this study and examining the performance of the three mechanisms 

above-mentioned in Wi-Fi links. The principal point of the resource of each performance of the Transmission Control Protocol 

is based upon their attained productivity.  

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Traditional Transmission Control Protocol systems experience from performance deterioration in wireless environment. Many 

schemes have been proposed to modify the standard TCP to remedy its deficiency in wireless. Two approaches are building to 

deal with this issue for the improvement purpose, which are these split method and end-to-end approach communications           

[1, 6]. The Split method tries to protect the wireless fragment from the fixed network by separating the stream control at the 

intermediate router. Both end hosts contact with the intermediate router autonomously without knowledge of the other end     

(e.g. I-TCP). In the comprehensive approach, only the end hosts take part in stream control. The receiver offers observations 

reflecting the network condition, and the sender takes resolutions for congestion control (e.g. TCP With ELN) [7].  
    The standard TCP congestion control is incapable to determine if package losses in the network are caused by the congestion 

or error bits on the canal this is a result of it is designed that is dedicated for wired networks. Looking at this problem, 

optimization of Transmission Control Protocol is suggested thus it would take into consideration the high likelihood of the bit 

fault to happen on a wireless canal so various congestion control way could be followed. 

 

Standard TCP 

According to the Transmission Control Protocol standard edition, when packet loss occurs, the transmission Control Protocol 

congestion mechanism will minimize the window of the congestion that causes completion of the Transmission Control 

Protocol stream where it observes the package loss as a signal of the network congestion. Featured production as an indicative 

of package miss median. It is not limited only on the prevention of congestion stage, but also takes into account the time-outs 

and the relativistic effect on productivity. A summary mathematical derivation of productivity [8], which is presented in the 
equation 1 below.  

 

                                                 (1) 

 

    The mechanism of the standard Transmission Control Protocol utilizes ‘slow start’ manner that reduces the steady stream of 

links.  

 

TCP with Explicit Loss Notification 

By getting further information about the package damage at the wireless link via Medium Access Control layer, Explicit Loss 
Notification with Transmission Control Protocol was suggested to implement. This information will then be transmitted to the 

sender until the sender could differentiate if the package loss occurred because of the package damage or because of the 

congestion in the network. This is a method utilized via Explicit Loss Notification with Transmission Control Protocol to 

prevent superfluous minimization of window size [7]. 

    However, they are some requirements to enforce this technology.  Demands involve the sender need to be determined by the 

sequence number of the damaged package until the loss information can be resent. 
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Fig 1. shows the congestion control mechanism of the TCP. 

 

 
 

Fig 1. TCP Congestion Control Mechanism 

 

Indirect TCP 

I – Transmission Control Protocol is an improved edition of Transmission Control Protocol for Wi-Fi networks, which is 

created depending on the division method.  Owing to the slow end-to-end dispatch across longer routes, Transmission Control 

Protocol connections can be divided at wireless gates linked to both wireless and wired connections. In this case, when packages 

be exposed to damage because the wireless link, they could be resent across the wireless portion of the route only. Fig 2 explains 

the deployment of I-TCP framework on the wireless network. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fig 2. Deployment of Indirect TCP in the wireless network [9]  

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

We have evolved research strides that must be made for achieving this project. The research steps composed of determining 

pilot purposes, determining ecology and simulation form, determining performance standards, turning on the emulating, 

processing finding data, analyze and document findings as well as explaining findings in a report pattern.  These strides are 

mentioned in accordance with that in its arrangement of execution that signifies that every stride is regarded as a stage. 
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Therefore, for shifting to the next stage the present stage must be entirely finished. Fig 3 shows the visable stage of this research 

strides. 
 

 
 

Fig 3. Steps of a Systematic Simulation Study [10]  
 

Network Simulator 2  

To conduct the emulating study, it should be noted that this research going to be conducted utilizing a simulator as the key 

instrument for purposes of performance assessment. Even now, there are numerous simulators either a commercial accessible 

or open-source initiative.  

    Emulating of network simulator-2 are a separate incident emulating instrument that has demonstrated the benefit of 

examining the dynamic character of contacts’ networks as mentioned. Some network simulator -2 characteristics involve: 

 Tracing packets on certain links/all links. 

 Applications like File Transfer Protocol (FTP), ping and Teletype Network Protocol (Telnet). 

 Packet flow. 

 Network topology. 

 Router Queueing Management Techniques like Skype for Business (SFB), Drop Tail and RED. 

 Routing. 

 Traffic source behaviour like CBR, VBR and WWW. 

 Simulation of wireless networks. 

 Transport agents like TCP and UDP. 

 Multicasting. 

 

Defining Experimental Objectives 
Among all research strides, determining empirical targets is one of the decisive strides in a research process. At this stage, we 

are going to put the major targets of this research and explain the anticipated participation and importance of this research 

before going into executing the research itself. 
 

Specify Simulation Model and Environment 
After the research objectives have been illustrated, the next step is to define the ecology and simulation form. In this paper, we 

will simulate a wireless network that composed of end systems and the wireless network. However, the major emphasis will 

be routed to wireless links because there is where the Transmission Control Protocol occurs. 

Define experimental objectives 

Specify simulation model and environment 

Specify performance metrics 

Run simulation 

Process output data 

Analyse and interpret results 
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Specify Performance Metrics 

This part provides standards for the performance, which can be utilized to assess the performance of networks in this paper. 
These standards of performance are indicated to be responsiveness or result variants that are noticed at the simulation end. In 

Network Simulator-2, for getting standards, values of the performance, for instance, productivity, we need to utilize other 

scripts. In this paper, we will focus on the productivity realizable in the network as a criterion of performance. 

 

Run Simulation 

The simulation will turn on frequently after preparing the simulation settings, and the median productivity of each Transmission 

Control Protocol mechanism will be enrolled. 

 

Process Output Data 

Network simulator-2 manufactures the output data and we are called upon to address it after perform the simulation for all of 

the Transmission Control Protocol mechanism in wireless links. In this condition, the outcome’s data supplied by the Network 

Simulator-2 are the tracking dossier that contains all the information around the emulating. This tracking dossier, so, is only a 
crude dossier that includes preliminary data columns and rows. 

    Therefore, to comprehend this dossier, we are called upon to address the tracking dossier to comprehensible outcomes. To 

do so, we will utilize a textual program marked if in Aho, Weinberger and Kernighan (AWK) or Perl for obtaining information 

from the tracking dossier.  

 

Analyze and Interpret Results 

At this stage, as soon as the findings per emulating are  received, we are called upon to interpret and analyse the outcome 

according to that. In this research, we will utilize a graphic device named GNU Plot to draw the chart of the findings received. 

  

IV. SIGNIFICANT OF RESEARCH 

The key importance of this paper is to create the  I- Transmission Control Protocol performance assessment, Explicit Loss 
Notification with Transmission Control Protocol and standard Transmission Control Protocol for the purpose of further 

enhancement of the productivity of the network with wireless links. The results of this paper are anticipated to provide a notion 

of how each mechanism can be enhanced in other identified Wi-Fi network ecology.  

 

V. CONCLUSION  

At this, paper our primary emphasis for assessing the standard Transmission Control Protocol performance edition along with 

the enhanced version of TCP that are Transmission Control Protocol with Frank Loss Notification and Indirect Transmission 

Control Protocol. These Transmission Control Protocol editions are experienced in the wireless technology that particular specs 

to be fulfilled before the congestion control mechanism of the Transmission Control Protocol could be improved. This paper 

will also be targeted to the realizable productivity of each mechanism for assessing their performance in accordance with that. 
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